Context-Aware Computer Aided Inbetweening.
This paper presents a context-aware computer aided inbetweening (CACAI) technique that interpolates planar strokes to generate inbetween frames from a given set of key frames. The inbetweening is context-aware in the sense that not only the stroke's shape but also the context (i.e., the neighborhood of a stroke) in which a stroke appears are taken into account for the stroke correspondence and interpolation. Given a pair of successive key frames, the CACAI automatically constructs the stroke correspondence between them by exploiting the context coherence between the corresponding strokes. Meanwhile, the construction algorithm is able to incorporate the user's interaction with ease and allows the user more effective control over the correspondence process than existing stroke matching techniques. With a one-to-one stroke correspondence, the CACAI interpolates the shape and context between the corresponding strokes for the generation of intermediate frames. In the interpolation sequence, both the shape of individual strokes and the spatial layout between them are well retained such that the feature characteristics and visual appearance of the objects in the key frames can be fully preserved even when complex motions are involved in these objects. We have developed a prototype system to demonstrate the ease of use and effectiveness of the CACAI.